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Result of Screening Process to shortlist the candidates for further consideration 
against recruitment of one post of Junior Secretariat Assistant (F &A) (01-

HH)(PwBD)  (Advt. No. 05/2019) 

 One post of of Junior Secretariat Assisstant (F&A) (01-HH) (PwBD) was advertised vide Advertisement No. 
05/2019. Total 32 no. of applications were received online within stipulated time period i.e. by 21.12.2019 (only 
online applications invited). The minimum eligibility criteria as per advertisement is as under:- 
  
Essential Qualification:- 10+2/Xll or its equivalent with accountancy as one of the subjects and proficiency in 
computer typing speed and in using computer as per prescribed norms fixed by DoPT from time to time.( 
Presently 35 w.p.m. in English or 30 w.p.m. in Hindi) 
Desirable Qualification & Experience:- Nil 
Age Limit:- 18 to 28 years as on last date of submission of online application i.e. 21.12.2019 with relaxation to 

eligible candidates as per advertisement (SC/PwBD/Ex-Serviceman etc.). The post is reserved for PwBD (HH). 
Age relaxation admissible is 10 years (UR-PwBd), 13 years (OBC-PwBD), 15 years (SC/ST-PwBD). 
 

Screening Committee examined all the applications (based on online application data) as per 
advertisement and following applicants are recommended to be called for proficiency in computer type speed test 
and in using computer as per prescribed norms fixed by DoPT:- 

 
 Online 

Application 
No./Form No. 

Candidate’s Name 
(Sh./Ms./Mrs.) 

Father’s/Husband’s 
Name 
(Sh.) 

Remarks* (if any) 

1 123212983 TINU RATHORE RAJVIR RATHORE P-1 
2 140693075 BIMAL SHARMA DURGA PARSHAD P-2 &  P-3 
3 165963208 HAPPY SHRI SHASTRI P-2 & P-3 
4 187813323 AVINASH KUMAR RAM AVTAR OK 
5 22322452 NIKITA SURESH GAJBHIYE SURESH GAJBHIYE P-2 
6 33152509 DHRUV JAIRAM P-2 & P-3 
7 34482516 EMANDEEP SINGH JASPAL SINGH P-1 ,P-2 & P-3 
8 40942550 KOMALPREET SINGH JASWINDER SINGH P-1,P-2 & P-3 
9 67542690 VIPAN KUMAR BELI RAM P-2 
10 7312373 YOGESH KUMAR TANTIA KEDAR NATH TANTIA P-1 
11 76662738 MONALI YADAVRAO P-2 

 
P-1*:-Subject to compulsory production of evidence to the claim of having 10+2/Xll or its equivalent with 

‘Accountancy’ as one of the subjects at the time of proficiency in computer type speed test /written examination or 
before, failing which his/her candidature shall not be considered further abnd will not be allowed to appear in 
proficiency in computer type speed test /written examination. (refer to essential qualification and clause 5’d’ of the 
advertisement) 

 
P-2*:- Subject to production of documentary evidence to the claim of belonging to HH (PwBD) with 

certificate, as per advertisement (as the post is reserved for PwBD-HH), at the time of proficiency in computer type 
speed test /written examination or before, failing which his/her candidature shall not be considered further and will 
not be allowed to appear for proficiency in computer type speed test /written examination (refer clause 3 ’c’, ‘h’ & 5-
f ’ii’ of the advertisement). 
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P-3*. Subject to production of documentary evidence for the age, as claimed in application form.(as per 
advertisement) 

 
The candidates who have been allowed to appear for proficiency in computer type speed test /written 

examination subject to production of documents/certificates as mentioned under ‘Remarks’ column (with remarks 
P1, P2, P3) against their names  are  advised to ensure that they must produce these documents/certificates on or 
before the day of  examination, failing which they will not be allowed to appear for the proficiency in computer type 
speed test /written examination and their candidature will be cancelled without any further notice. 

Following candidates have been found ineligible, hence not being called for further consideration. The code 
No. and reasons for ineligibility are as under:- 
 

Post: JSA(F&A) 
 

Sr.No. Reason Rejection code 
1.  Overage/Underage/Document for claim of age relaxation not attached R-1 

2.  
NOC from present employer not submitted OR Application not routed 
through proper channel 
(in case of working in Govt. Departments only) 

R-2 

3.  
Does not possess essential educational qualification of 10+2/Xll or its 
equivalent with accountancy as one of the subjects as mentioned in 
advertisement. 

R-3 

4.  Incomplete application (Unsigned application, not applied online, etc.) R-4 
5.  Certificate of Date of Birth or 10th  not enclosed R-5 
6.  Caste certificate (SC/ST) not enclosed R-6 

7.  
Person with Disability (PwD) certificate by Competent Authority as per 
advertisement  not attached/Uploaded 

R-7 

 

The list of rejected applications is as under:- 
 
Sr.No. Online 

Application 
No./Form No. 

Candidate’s Name 
(Sh./Ms./Mrs.) 

Father’s/Husband’s Name 
(Sh.) 

Rejection Code 

1.  21942450 AMIT PAL SINGH SAVINDER SINGH R-3 & R-7 
2.  24792465 SUKHWINDER SINGH DHARAM SINGH R-3 & R-7 
3.  26882476 MANISH AMBADAS R-3 & R-7 
4.  36192525 RAMANDEEP SINGH DALJEET SINGH R-3 & R-7 
5.  44552569 NAGPAL SINGH 

CHACHAU 

DANSINGH CHAUHAN R-3 & R-7 

6.  45692575 MANPREET KAUR MOHINDER SINGH R-3 & R-7 
7.  47592585 M SURIYARAJ K MURUGESAN  R-3 & R-7 
8.  73432721 RAHUL BAJAJ NATHU RAM BAJAJ R-3 
9.  78372747 KASHYAP SANGEETHA 

KUMARI 

KASHYAP KAILASH PANDIT R-3 & R-7 

10.  80652759 SHIVANGI MARWAH SANJEEV MARWAH R-3  
11.  87682796 RUSHIKESH ASHOK R-3 & R-7 
12.  88632801 PARVATHY A S AJIKUMAR S R-3 
13.  98322852 SANTANU HALDER KAMAL KRISHNA HALDER R-3 
14.  123782986 SUKHWINDER SINGH GURCHARAN SINGH R-3 & R-7 
15.  130813023 SONIA RAMESH R-3 & R-7 
16.  151333131 BHANU PRIYA BODH RAJ R-3 & R-7 
17.  161973187 SHITAL KESHAO TARONE KESHAO TARONE R-3 & R-7 
18.  168433221 SARVESH GROVER BALRAM GROVER R-3 
19.  191613343 SUNIL HARISH CHAND R-3 
20. 24222462 NEERAJ KUMAR SUDHIR SINGH R-3 
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21. 150003124 BADAVATH CHINNA BADAVATH VENKANNA R-3 

Further the eligibility of shortlisted candidates is subject to verification of documents like certificates/marks 
sheets of educational qualifications, other documents and production of original certificates/testimonials claimed in 
application form as and when desired by this Organisation. If any candidate is found ineligible at the document 
verification stage or fails to produce the original certificates/testimonials, he/she will be ineligible and will not be 
allowed to join the post.  

 
The scheduled date of proficiency in computer type speed test and in using computer as per DoPT norms 

will be notified in due course. The proficiency in computer type speed test /written examination is likely to be held 
at Chandigarh for which further details will be uploaded on our website. Only those candidates who qualify for 
proficiency in computer type speed test will be called for written examination.  The Roll Nos. to the 
shortlisted candidates will be sent through e-mail only. The details regarding date/centre of examination etc. of 
proficiency in computer type speed test /written examination and any other detail related to recruitment will be 
made available on our website www.csio.res.in under ‘Recruitment’ link  

 
All candidates are advised to visit our website regularly for updates. 
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